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BRIEF SUMMARY:
Concurrently with move of major portion of EUCOM to Heidelberg the operating group of OMGUS will remain in Berlin. Civil affairs Division, Dept. of the Army controls operations of OMGUS and office of GINCEUR here advised that in conference operations it will be necessary to have both operating and policy groups in on conference. No indication this time what effect turnover to State Dept 1 June will have on this requirement.

SIGTOT systems permitting three way conference operations not available and have never been produced. Recommend that three point simultaneous conference operations be conducted using system 709 between war and Berlin and system 840 between Berlin and Heidelberg utilizing two TOT installations at Berlin with a two way repeater composed of two - two five relays to repeat the deciphered clear text transmission between the TOT installations with repeated transmission being reenciphered in other TOT system.
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